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POPSweeper is a popular application for cleaning POP3 mailbox. It can help you to remove spam mails from your email account and
can work as an alternative to SpamAssassin. POPSweeper is the best tool for removing spam from your email account without damaging

your email inbox. It is a mail filter program that scans your email through an email server and removes the unwanted mails from your
inbox. POPSweeper is used as a standalone program, no need to install any other application. POPSweeper is a light weight application

that can be used on all email accounts. POPSweeper is perfect for beginners and advanced users. This software offers a mail filter option
to keep your inbox clean and spam-free. POPSweeper allows you to use and configure filters for specific types of mails. You can specify

a message body for a certain body type like HTML, text, attachment and external link. You can also enter specific words or phrases in
the phrase filter. You can filter the message from a particular sender like spam or phishing. You can also check the frequency of a

message. If you have specified email address and sent a message, POPSweeper will keep a count of the message frequency. This option
helps you in planning the total frequency of an email. If you wish to automate the process further, you can create a single filter rule to

automatically delete messages containing specific sender, subject, body or sender-sender combinations. You can also configure a rule to
delete emails containing specific words, phrases or senders. A rule is like a filter but it is different in that it can also be used as a criteria
to delete mails. You can save the rules as saved rules to delete mails faster in future. POPSweeper can be used on various email accounts
whether on shared hosting, cloud hosting or hosted email services. It supports almost all major email protocols. You can also configure

POPSweeper to sync with your account. With POPSweeper you don’t need to worry about cleaning your email account manually.
POPSweeper will clean your mailbox for you. You can set your email client to keep only important emails or you can use POPSweeper
to keep only important mails. One of the best benefits of using POPSweeper is that it scans for even the smallest mails. This software

works like email magic and will help you to remove spam from your email. A rule is always better

POPSweeper With Full Keygen X64

POPsSweeper is a powerful and time-saving spam checking software that runs on your POP3 server and sieves your incoming email and
isolates all spam, attachments and unsolicited email messages, saving you valuable bandwidth and resources. You can setup filters for
new and existing emails to determine what you want to do with them. Everything from changing the From, To, CC and BCC to setting
up an automatic rule for incoming emails. It will also allow you to track messages that fail your filter and separate them into different

spam or non spam folders for future reference. You can even set up automatic rules to delete spam mail if it fails your filter on a daily,
weekly or even monthly basis. Key Features: ✓ Create rules to locate and remove spam mail from the server. ✓ Runs on Windows

2000/XP, Server 2003 and Windows Vista (all SP2 or later). ✓ Easily backed up and restored to your computer. ✓ Back up and restore
your mailbox. ✓ Auto-loading with your other email programs. ✓ Advanced rules to configure in ✓ Delete spam on a daily, weekly,
monthly or yearly basis. ✓ Delete spam mail with a simple click, or trace the messages that failed your filter ✓ Supports hundreds of

filter rules. ✓ Configure the rule to run for specific sender, recipient, subject, size or date. ✓ Manage and review your spam emails. ✓
Prevents the spam mail from being sent to your local mailbox. ✓ Filter multiple messages at once. ✓ Support all web-based and mail-

based email clients. ✓ Export all email filters as HOSTS files. ✓ Support for Linux hosts. ✓ Simple usage. Worried about firewall,
browser hijackers and adware on your computer? Do you have problems with other security risks that have scrambled your computer
lately? Read what you can do to help your computer health! Read on to find the complete list of symptoms that will lead you to the
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culprit for your security problems. Add friends and family I CAN'T CREATE CONTACTS. Whenever I attempt to add a contact, it
produces a "The server could not be contacted." error message. Your ISP is very likely blocking the use of POP3. Please contact them to

make sure it is not a software problem. If it is and if they agree to unblock the 09e8f5149f
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* Super Fast and Easy: POPSweeper is super fast. In most cases, it can process each message in less than 10 seconds (even with 30 000
message in the mailbox), and this is just a small portion of its power. * System Independent: POPSweeper has been tested on various
operating systems: Windows 98/2000/ME/XP/NT/2003, MacOS, Linux and Solaris. It is also possible to configure it to work on your
mobile phone. * Modular Structure: POPSweeper is a modular application. New functions can be added using a simple scripting
language. POPSweeper has been designed in such a way that it can be easily customized for your own spam filtering requirements. *
Powerful Filtering Rules: POPSweeper offers more than 200 filtering rules, including rules based on the following features: Sender,
Message, Subject, Body, Size and Date. In addition, it is possible to configure multiple rules simultaneously. * Your own Template: To
organize your data, the program offers you the possibility to insert your own templates. It is also possible to replace the templates with
different spam filters. * SQL Queries: POPSweeper supports several databases. You can use it to store your data and configure your
filtering rules. * Email Archiving: POPSweeper allows you to archive certain messages, filter out the specified messages and
automatically delete the archive. This is especially useful when you have thousands of messages in your mailbox. * SpamAssassin/Bayes:
POPSweeper offers the possibility to run SpamAssassin (on Linux) or Bayes (on Windows and Linux) on the filtered mails. This feature
allows you to automatically classify the mail. * Programmatic Download: If you want to download your filtered emails automatically
from your webmail server (on Windows) or your mail server (on Linux), you can download them directly from your web browser, and
when you need them, you will just simply have to run the executable file. This feature can be very useful for long lasting mail archives,
or if you are a webmaster and you want to automate the creation of your webmail archives. * Data Saving: POPSweeper can be
configured to save copies of the filtered messages into "local" or "unix" file. This option can be very useful in case you want to perform
offline analysis of your filtered mails. * PHP, Ruby, Python, Perl, T

What's New In POPSweeper?

POPSweeper is an email removal program that allows you to delete email messages directly from your email server, before it is
dowloaded into your computer. It can save substantial amount of time, specially if you have as slow internet connection. POP Sweeper is
simple to use, yet powerful enough for most users. It allows you to selectively delete email whether they are unsolicited emails, large
emails or unwanted emails from your mailbox. Your email program will download the filtered e-mails. In addition, you can also create
powerful rules to automate the deletion of spam mails from your mailbox. POPSweeper will offer you the possibility to configure
numerous spam filtering rules according to the recipient, sender, message body, subject, size and date. POPSweeper's features are: *
Scan up to 1.000 email accounts at a time. * Supports all major email programs. * Download filtered emails to local folder with
customizable extension. * Delete unwanted emails one by one, or in bulk. * Supports Rule engine to automate the deletion process. *
Compatible with Outlook 2000/Windows 95/Windows 98/Windows ME and Windows 2000/Windows NT/Windows XP/Windows
Vista/Windows 7 * Supports all popular POP3 mail servers and external mail programs. * Works with Exchange 2000, 2003 and 2007
mail servers. * POPSweeper was built to support spam filtering in all mail services and mail programs. * POPSweeper uses its powerful
rule engine to automatically clean your inbox by automatically deleting unwanted email. * POPSweeper will offer you the possibility to
configure numerous spam filtering rules according to the recipient, sender, message body, subject, size and date. * Receive a free license
key by downloading the free version of POPSweeper from the website. * Available in English, French, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, German
and Polish versions. * Compatible with Microsoft Windows (95, 98, ME, 2000, NT, XP, Vista, Win 7) and Apple Mac OSX.
Requirements: OS: Windows 95, 98, ME, NT, 2000, XP, Vista, Win 7 Language: English, French, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, German and
Polish POPSweeper is freeware (shareware) and requires Windows 95, 98, ME, NT, 2000, XP, Vista, Win 7 or higher. A: Here's a
comparison between doing a manual online search in
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System Requirements:

PC: Windows XP (Service Pack 3), Windows Vista (Service Pack 1), or Windows 7 (Service Pack 1) Processor: 800 MHz CPU
Memory: 512 MB RAM Hard Disk: 1 GB available space Video Card: OpenGL 1.1 Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible MAC: Intel
G4 or better Processor: 2.4 GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM Hard Disk: 2 GB available space Video Card: OpenGL 3.0 SONY -
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